
C onference USA conducted a ground-breaking experiment 
to explore the feasibility of a less expensive approach to 
high definition sports production than a traditional OB 
setup May 13-15 from the 3,500-seat Reckling Baseball 
Park in Houston with the production of a three-game col-

lege baseball series between the Rice Owls and the Memphis Tigers.
The test demonstrated that it is possible to produce network-quality HD 

sports at a fraction of the cost associated with typical television sports 
production that rely on a single or multiple OB production trucks to provide 
necessary production functions, including video switching, audio mixing 
and monitoring, graphics, CG and effects production, and instant replay. 

Two of the three games were broadcast in high definition by CBS 
Sports on the network. The opening game of the series served as a 
field test of new production setup; the middle game was recorded live 
to tape for playback later on May 14; and the final game of the series 
was broadcast live.

C-USA Associate Commissioner Kelly Carney, who spearheaded the test, 
selected Tom Buffolano, a media executive with All Access Media Part-
ners, to organize and coordinate the productions. With the dual goals of 
economy and quality, Buffolano chose the NewTek TriCaster 850 production 
switcher, the NewTek 3Play instant replay device and the NewTek LiveText 
PC-based character generator as the centerpiece of the production setup. 
Selecting the TriCaster for the test made sense from the point of view of 
performance and economy as well as conference wide familiarity. Nine 
months prior to the test, C-USA supplied its 12 member institutions with 
their own TriCaster production switchers to support a conference initiative 
to expand the availability of sporting events online. As of the May test, 
member institutions had already streamed 1,300 events.

Buffolano teamed up with sports producer Joel Kitay of Kitay Pro-
ductions, Inc., a television production company with offices in Port 
Washington, NY, and Owings Mills, MD, to serve as executive producer 
of the event. Kitay in turn brought D2 Productions, LLC, a Boston-
based production company specializing in live television into the 
project. Both Kitay and Dave Walzer, a co-founder of D2 Productions 
with previous TriCaster experience, designed and installed the entire 
production system needed for the live HD production.

In approaching the planning stage for the test, Kitay and Buffolano 
were guided by two equally important goals. First, the final HD produc-
tion of the games had to achieve a level of quality that viewers would 
find indistinguishable from the high standards they are accustomed to 
seeing with all CBS Sports productions. Second, the technology, staff-
ing and workflow deployed to produce that end product had to deliver 
significant cost savings over the traditional OB approach.

The series also gave C-USA the opportunity to experiment with IP-
based backhaul of the games to CBS in New York to evaluate the feasi-
bility of someday using the public Internet for transport of live sporting 
event broadcast contribution in place of more expensive satellite con-
tribution. For the games, a side-by-side test of contribution from an IP-
based system employing Haivision encoders/decoders and ZiXi transport 
software and a traditional satellite uplink was conducted.

Meeting the dual objectives of quality and economy was crucial for 
the overall test to be considered successful because together they will 
create several opportunities for C-USA schools in the future, including: 
making it possible for conference members to increase the number of 
games they produce; giving conference schools a new level of freedom 
in choosing the types of sports they can afford to produce for televi-

sion; and ultimately gaining for member institutions greater television 
exposure for their athletic departments and universities.

HD PRODUCTION
The centerpiece of the HD production was the NewTek TriCaster 850 

HD production switcher. Four Sony PMW-EX3 HD camcorders were used to 
capture game action. Camera positions included centerfield from an area 
normally used by Rice coaches to record games for training purposes; high 
home plate located in the announce booth above and behind the catcher; 
high first base requiring some stadium seats to be removed; and low third 
base positioned in the dugout. The games were shot, switched and delivered 
in 1080i HD. Other TriCaster input sources included the NewTek 3Play instant 
replay device and key and fill signals from a ScoreBox on-screen score sys-
tem.  An external PC running NewTek’s LiveText CG software was connected to 
the TriCaster via an Ethernet connection to provide titling input.

To maintain consistency with the look of CBS Sports productions, 
the network supplied Kitay with the effects and graphics used for its 
productions. Working with the TriCaster and LiveText, Kitay’s produc-
tion team recreated the look of the CBS Sports graphics and text. Ef-
fects files were resaved in a TriCaster-compatible file format for easy 
integration into the production.

While the TriCaster offers complete audio mixing functionality, au-
dio was mixed externally with a Mackie 1604-VKZ3 16-channel audio 
mixer. The audio setup required the building of an announce booth from 
scratch, positioning of effects mics in the field, an eight-channel inter-
com, producer line (PL) to Ascent Communications in Stamford, CT, talk-
back to the game announcers and audio monitoring. To minimize the 
complexity of the audio production, the game mix was stereo L and R.

According to Kitay, both audio and video cabling proved to be a 
challenge. Without an existing television production infrastructure at 
the ballpark, it was necessary for a broadcast engineer to install a 
1000ft optical fiber run to the centerfield camera position. Video from 
the remaining camera positions was transported via coax as HD-SDI 
signals. Separate cable runs were required for genlock and standalone 
communications to the camera positions.
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Walzer, who served as the tech manager during setup, also worked 
as the technical director during production of the games. He switched 
the games using NewTek’s TriCaster 850 CS, a hardware control surface 
mapped directly to the TriCaster 850 Live Desktop. “I found the TriCaster 
to be the closest thing yet to approximating the functionality of a true 
broadcast production switcher,” said Walzer. “With the new CS control 
surface and 3Play controllers, NewTek is really stepping it up and making 
user interfaces that are user friendly and provide more industry standard 
operations such that broadcast professionals can fairly easily adapt to 
them, step right in and operate them without a huge learning curve.

“As a professional TD, I found it close to operating a true broadcast 
switcher. Obviously, it doesn’t compare directly with a full-blown three 
ME switcher, but it does have a lot of embedded functionality that 
enabled me to put together a basic, yet acceptable, broadcast product 
with a minimum of fuss.” 

COST SAVINGS
Traditional OB-style production of sporting events requires a vari-

ety of well-known costs, including mobile production facilities rental, 

staffing, travel, lodging, per diems, as well as satellite or dedicate 
fiber optic contribution and associated expenses, such as satellite up-
link truck, staffing and space segment time.

When compared to these traditional sports production costs, 
the experiment in lower-cost HD broadcast production at Reck-
ling Baseball Park produced savings of at least 50 percent. 
“We did the games for half the cost of traditional sports pro-
duction,” said Kitay. “This is a viable business model, and if 
IP-based delivery is deemed to be acceptable so we don’t need 

a satellite truck, we can really cut the costs further, making it 
an even more viable model.”

Staffing for production of the Rice-Memphis series was similar to that 
of a traditional production, said Walzer. “In order to produce a profes-
sional game, we still needed to bring in a professional crew,” he said.

However, it is conceivable that some conference university could 
draw on students and faculty to meet some if not most production 
staffing requirements over time to produce even greater savings. 
“While Rice doesn’t, there are conference schools with broadcast, 
communications or journalism programs,” said Chuck Pool, Rice Uni-
versity Assistant Athletic Director/Sport Information. “In those cases, 
you’re going to have a more easily accessible talent pool of student 
help that’s looking for experience.”

However, Pool warned it would be prudent to proceed with caution 
when staffing game production with inexperienced students. Pool, 
who worked for years for the Houston Astros organization and con-
tinues to provide scorekeeping services for the team, said the need 
to perform well in the tense setting of live TV production should not 
be minimized.

“You have to have some people who are already accustomed to 
working in that pressurized environment because you are running a 
live event. They are not going to stop and let you catch up and do a 
retake,” he said. “They are going to keep playing so you need to have 
an idea of what you are doing.”

According to Buffolano, production staffing isn’t the only place 
where additional savings can be identified. For the test, Kitay and 
Walzer and their setup crew were required to build an elaborate pro-
duction control room from scratch –a costly endeavor if required for 

each event. However, schools choosing to pursue the lower-cost HD 
production model conceivably would only have to take on that expense 
once by installing their production equipment in a truck or trailer. 
Compared to traditional OB, when IP-based contribution, school staff-
ing and one-time equipment installation are taken into account, total 
savings could equal two-thirds the cost of conventional sports telepro-
duction, said Buffolano. 

These types of potential savings coupled with the familiarity C-USA 
schools already have with the TriCaster has piqued the interest of sev-
eral institutions in pursuing the goal of televising sports like baseball, 
softball and soccer in high definition, said Carney. According to the C-
USA associate commissioner, several schools have already expressed 
an interest in taking their use of the TriCaster to the next level.

Preliminary conversations with FOX about doing another test on one 
of its regional sports networks have taken place, she said. Carney also 
has encouraged schools that have good relationships with local televi-
sion stations, such that of East Carolina University in Greenville, NC, 
with the Gray Television-owned WITN in Washington, NC, to gauge sta-
tion interest in televising HD baseball, softball and soccer.

INTO THE FUTURE
While having one successful test under its belt is a beginning, it’s 

a long way from the ultimate vision C-USA Commissioner Britton Ban-
owsky laid out for the technology as a catalyst for greater exposure of 
Olympic sports, such as baseball.

According to Carney, the next step is to bring a degree of systematiza-
tion to the process so that member schools know exactly what they must 

do to begin producing their own Olympic sports in HD for television. “Now 
that we have done one school, we want to put together a checklist that 
we can send to other schools,” said Carney. That checklist will entail 
every component –from technology to personnel- that is essential to put-
ting an HD production on the air. Having the checklist will make it much 
easier for conference members to evaluate where they are and what they 
must accomplish before tackling an HD telecast.

According to Carney, she also would like to see where else costs 
can be trimmed from the baseline established by the Rice-Memphis 
series. In her view, C-USA schools must achieve a level of spending on 
HD game production that is low enough to be sustained by a member 
school on its own or paid for by the sale of local advertising.

Defraying production costs through advertising sales is a real pos-
sibility, said Buffolano. “The technologies that are being used are 
enabling technologies,” he said. “There is such a big marketplace 
for college sports other than BCS football games and Top 25 men’s 
basketball games.

“I’ve talked to a lot of distribution outlets about this, but they 
can’t negatively fund these types of productions. However, when 

you bring in a low-cost, high-quality model like this and you bring 
in advertisers, these productions will more than pay for themselves 
over time.”

“That’s where conferences like Conference USA have a lot of content 
that doesn’t make it to air currently because of the inability to be 
funded. But generate revenue through advertising, and I think this 
opens up a whole new way to monetize sports that heretofore were seen 
as non-revenue producing events.”


